Detection of monodisperse aggregates of a recombinant amelogenin by dynamic light scattering.
Recombinant murine amelogenins M179 and M166 were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified. The aggregation properties of these amelogenins have been investigated in aqueous solutions as well as acetonitrile-containing solutions using dynamic light scattering. Dynamic light scattering provides direct measurement of the translational diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic radius, and of an estimate of the molecular weight. Polydispersity and statistical parameters of how to interpret the analysis are also provided. Amelogenin aggregation was examined in solutions of a range of pH, ionic strengths, and protein concentrations. It was shown that at pH 7.8-8 and ionic strength of 0.02-0.05M the M179 molecules form monodispersed aggregates with hydrodynamic radii ranging from 15 to 19 nm. Analysis of hydrodynamic radii and size distribution of M179 aggregates in acetonitrile-containing solvents compared to that in aqueous solutions indicated a primary role for hydrophobic interactions in the association process of amelogenin molecules to form aggregates. Comparison between the aggregates formed by M179 and M166, which lacks the hydrophilic carboxy-terminal 13 residue sequence of M179, suggested that the self-assembly of amelogenin molecules to form stable and monodisperse aggregates requires the presence of the hydrophilic carboxy-terminal sequence of M179.